VOTER REGISTRATION COMMISSION[821]

Prior to 3/21/90, Voter Registration Commission[845]

CHAPTER 1
ORGANIZATION, PURPOSE, PROCEDURES AND DEFINITIONS

1.1(47) Voter registration commission composition
1.2(47) State registrar of voters
1.3(47) General operating rules
1.4(47) Voter registration staff
1.5(47) Declaratory ruling by voter registration commission
1.6(47) Contested cases
1.7(47) Definitions
1.8(17A) Petition for rule making

CHAPTER 2
VOTER REGISTRATION FORMS, ACCEPTABILITY, REGISTRATION DATES, AND EFFECTIVE DATES

2.1(48A) Voter registration forms
2.2(48A) Agency code
2.3(48A) Federal mail-in application
2.4(48A) Paperless (electronic) registration forms
2.5(48A) Acquisition of registration forms
2.6(48A) Production of forms
2.7(48A) Availability of forms
2.8(48A) Incomplete applications
2.9(48A) Optional data not required
2.10(48A) Alternate (nonmailable) registration forms
2.11 Reserved
2.12(48A) County registration date
2.13 Reserved
2.14(48A) Voter registration status codes
2.15(48A) Verification of voter registration information
2.16(47,48A) Form of official Iowa voter registration application
2.17(48A) Voter registration forms produced by electronic poll books

CHAPTER 3
LISTS OF REGISTERED VOTERS

3.1(48A) List defined
3.2(48A) Request for list
3.3(48A) Contents of written request
3.4(48A) Contents of telephone request
3.5(48A) Requests received by a county commissioner
3.6(48A) Requests received by the state registrar
3.7(48A) Payment for lists required
3.8(48A) Confidential data
3.9(48A) List of a person’s own voter registration record
3.10(48A) Driver’s license numbers

CHAPTER 4
Reserved
CHAPTER 5
ELECTION REGISTERS
5.1(47) Election registers

CHAPTER 6
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTER REGISTRATION
6.1(47) Statewide voter registration system requirements

CHAPTER 7
VOTER REGISTRATION MAILING ADDRESS MAINTENANCE
7.1(48A) Mailing addresses on voter registration applications
7.2(48A) Voter registration acknowledgment card returned from mailing address as undeliverable
7.3(48A) Voter registration list maintenance notice returned from mailing address as undeliverable
7.4(48A) National change of address (NCOA) match returns new mailing address information for a registered voter
7.5(48A) United States Post Office provides notice of commencement or termination of household mail delivery

CHAPTER 8
TRANSMISSION OF REGISTRATION FORMS BY AGENCIES
8.1(48A) Transmission of electronic voter registration applications
8.2(48A) Data elements of paperless voter registration transactions
8.3(48A) File specifications
8.4(48A) Technical requirements for electronic signatures
8.5(48A) Transmission of paper voter registration forms

CHAPTER 9
NATIONAL CHANGE OF ADDRESS PROGRAM
9.1(48A) State registrar to organize
9.2(48A) Commissioner’s responsibility upon receipt of NCOA data
9.3(48A) State to coordinate mailing of NCOA notifications
9.4(48A) Fees

CHAPTER 10
NOTICE TO VOTERS WITHOUT ACTIVITY IN FOUR YEARS IN COUNTIES USING NCOA RECORDS; TO ALL VOTERS IN OTHER COUNTIES
10.1(48A) NCOA county commissioner determines nonactivity; sends notices
10.2(48A) Non-NCOA county commissioner sends notices
10.3(48A) Voter record not made inactive
10.4(48A) Notice available

CHAPTER 11
REGISTRATION PROCEDURE AT THE OFFICE OF DRIVER SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
11.1(48A) Registration status may be checked
11.2(48A) Driver services client to be afforded opportunity to apply to register to vote or make changes to existing registration
11.3(48A) Unregistered client who wants to register
11.4(48A) Unregistered clients uncertain of status
11.5(48A) Registered clients
11.6(48A) Signature on attestation required
11.7(48A) Electronic voter registration transactions
CHAPTER 12
VOTER NOTIFICATIONS

12.1(48A) Primary and general election polling place change—voter notification required